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Abstract: 

In this research paper, we will examine beauty hair product through critical discourse analysis. 

The main focus would be upon the use of language of advertisement which influence public and 

force them that this is the only remedy of their problem and hypnotize them to bye it. As we all 

know that day-by-day advertisements are becoming common which help us to remain updated by 

upcoming products. Every individual of now a day are much conscious about their appearance. 

Considering all this in view we can say that advertisements of beauty product are becoming 

popular. Before leaving home, every one firstly looks at the mirror to see wether they are looking 

good or not?  Everyone wants to look gloomy with new looks so many people buy hair dyes, 

which help youngsters as well as older. So this product is spreading widely whole over the world 

as a parasite. This beauty product gives them new, gloomy and fresh look. So these 

advertisements of hair dyes are manipulating and influencing audience. Advertisers use many 

tacts and different styles to attract public to buy it. The beauty products which have been used 

over here are: Color Mark, e‟Salon, Wella Color Charm, gold well Elumen Hair color L‟Oreal 

Paris, Wella color charm Demi-Permany, Lush Henna Hair Dyes, Clairol Nice, Garneier, Lolane 

and Keune.  

Keywords: CDA. Advertisements, power, manipulate, hair dying products. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

The strict competition in diverting costumer‟s attention has made it compulsory for the 

advertisement to utilize various advertisement techniques .i.e. Introduce a problem which can 

only be solved by using their products. They introduce their product with less money. In the 

same manner companies or brands advertise their products to make women believe. One of the 

most effective source reaching a large number of women daily is magazines,. Beauty product 

advertisements are 25% contents of  Local English Magazines T.V ads, slogan etc. Some 
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companies provide a lot of information about their products while some of them provide just 

introduction with fascinating strategies. Such ads tend to manipulate readers to a certain extent in 

order to make them believe whatever is being advertised is indeed true. Whenever, where ever 

we go, we see many editorials at roads, shops, salons, at walking paths etc. which are eye 

catching editorials that manipulate audience towards those products and in result they get profit. 

 The main bodies of advertising are manufacturers, consumers and advertising agencies. 

Consumers receive these advertisements via internet, radio, television, magazines and 

newspapers. In order to ensure that ads are able to reach the consumer group, advertisers need 

the right medium. For example if the consumer group is youth group, then owing to the fact that 

many young people today go online while purchasing products whether they are buying clothes, 

books, electronics, automobiles etc. Both young and old can receive ads by printing media alike, 

the advertisers or manufacturers take opportunity to advertise their products through printing 

media. Pictures and text of the ads also play an effective role to attract a certain group of 

consumers. 

According to Cook (2001) advertisement conveys information, forces the reader, reminds him of 

the product, influences one‟s changes one‟s opinions, emotions and reactions. In simple words, 

he stated that ads are not only a technique of selling products but they are also responsible for 

changing society and owing to this fact people buy things they don‟t want or need. He also feels 

that ads can help creating awareness, develop identities and attitude to warn and inform people. 

METHODOLOGY 

In this study Critical Discourse Analysis Fairclough  framework (2001) is employed as 

theoretical framework. As ads involve languages and social progress so they are seen as media 

discourse. Hence, this framework is used to show a link between the social practice‟s nature and 

properties of language “text”. 

For this study, a qualitative design is adopted. To investigate how discourse in ads involves 

people‟s development of meanings is an appropriate qualitative study. The advertisements of 

beauty in local English magazines are analyzed. Hence, for a descriptive analysis, a quantitative 
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analysis is much less appropriate than qualitative analysis. Sampling is done purposely as study 

involves investigations only on beauty products. 

Data is collected from local women magazines. Advertisements on in style, Anclie Mac Dowell, 

Anohki, Amber magazines and Bloomberg News article are retrieved and analyzed. The 

analyzing process is based on Fiarclough‟s Critical Discourse Analysis framework (2001). 

Hence, it is used to link between social practice„s nature and properties of language “text”. 

Fiarclough‟s CDA framework involves a conception of discourse as text, discursive practice and 

social practice. Its aims are:- 

1. To find out relation among language, ideology and power. 

2. To find how advertisements manipulate women to consumes their products.  

                

Results and Discussion:-                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                             

The analysis is presented at the textual, discursive practice, and social practice based on 

Fiarclough‟s CDA framework. 

Discourse as 
text.

Discursive 
practice.

Social practice

.
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Textual Analysis:- 

At this level linguistic features such as vocabulary, syntax and rhetoric devices used in study are 

discused.In this study there is use of direct address. There is use of second persons or pronouns 

such as YOU or YOURS to address directly and personally. If peoples are addresses personally it 

is more affective. Examples are as:- 

a. “Highly personalized hair color” 

 „„Customized for you‟‟ 

“ made for you”. [e‟salon oct 14,2011; instyle magzine] 

b.“Vibrant colors as creative as you are with liquefier technology and floral fragrance” 

[2013.products & Gamble] 

c.“Softens, Shines and transforms your tresses into deep chestnut hues”  

“Light up your hairs with a gorgeous red glow”[Lush Henna Hair dyes] 

In addition advertisements also persuade reader to buy their products. They use imperative 

sentences. The following are the examples of imperative sentence. 

a. “Get the light of a new color”. [Gold Well Elumen Hair Color, www.elumen-hair.com] 

b. “Use trost and tip for natural looking all over highlights and enhanced dimension”  

“Starting color: Dark Brown to light Blonde”  

[Clariol Nice N Easy Frost & Feast, www.amazon.com] 

c. “Herbal shine promises ''radiant shiny color'' in 10 mins” 

“No foul odor” 

“Less hair damage” 

“Blurred lines of demarcation”. [Grainer, by Amber on march 26,2010]  

d.“We Use and recommend the art of hair design” [Keune, KaBuki hair, 

beauty,kabukihair.com] 

Disjunctive syntax is also used in advertisments.These sentences are without verbs or subjects 

and consist of one or two grammatical items only. Examples from advertisements in this study 

are as:- 

a. “Healthy looking”[Garnier: Nutrisse Ultra Color, www.wilko.com] 

b. “Enhanced dimension”[Cariol Nice N Easy Frost &Tip, www.amazon.com] 
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c. “Herba shine promises “Radiant shiny color” in 10 min”[Garnier , Amber on march 

26,2010] 

d. The secrets behind the long-lasting kenue Tinta ultimate Blonde color is Triple color 

protection” [Keune:The Art of hair design] 

Vocabulary is the means for advertisers to express ideological opinions about people and events. 

Adjectives are used to make their statements more impressive and persuasive. Below are some 

adjectives used in advertisements:- 

Examples:- 

Liquefier Technology, Floral Fragrance, Illuminating Hair, Younger Looking Hair, Excellence 

Cream, Superior Technology, Gorgeous Red, Shiny Red. 

Apart from adjectives, compound words are also used in advertisements:- 

Example:- 

Dark-Black, Ultra-vivid, Long-Lasting, Per-Oxide, Hair-Color, Natural-Looking, Younger-

Looking. 

The sentences used in advertisements are also of Declarative and simple type. In addition active 

sentences and passive voice is also used in advertisements as shown below:- 

 “Lolane professional aroma hair color is a premium quality product that not only color‟s 

your hair, but nourishes and repairs it in the process. No strong peroxide smell during the 

coloring process”.[Lolane, www.ebay.co.uk] 

 “Ultimate Blonde color is triple color protection”. [Keune semi color, silsoft hair color 

.www.amazon.com] 

 “Naturally enriches mousy hair with rich brown gleams”. [Lush Henna Hair 

Dyes,Anokhki; July 2010] 

Pronouns are used to create friendly atmosphere to persuade the reader. A product is easily 

accepted by reader if it is recommended by their good friend to them. So it could be said that 

through advertisements readers come close. In these advertisements, the most common used 

pronouns are “you”, “yours”, “we” and “I”. The use of first and second person pronouns 

indicates advertiser is making some sort of promise. The use of personal pronouns establishes a 
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certain type of relationship between reader and advertiser. Example of pronouns is given below:- 

 “….that not only colors „Yours‟ hair”. 

 “The color that loves „Me‟ back”. 

 “Excellence cares about my hair as much as I do”.(L‟Oreal Paris, Anclie Mac Dowell) 

 “Love „Your‟ hair color”.(Instyle magazine, Oct 14,2011) 

 “We use and recommend the art of hair design”. 

 

Advertisement can be categorized as “reason advertising” and “tickle advertising” (Bernstein, 

1974).Reason advertisements involve facts, clinical truth, and needs while Tickle advertisements 

involves imagination, desires and imaginations. According to Halliday (1994:36) the main types 

of conjunctive adjuncts are as follows:- 

Additive:       and, also, moreover, nor 

Adversative:  but, yet, however, on the other hand 

Conditional:  [positive] if, then, when 

                     [Negative] otherwise, if not 

Casual:        so, because, as a result, that‟s why 

Purposive:   in order to, for, to 

 

Although all types are common in advertisements but example of few of them are as follows:- 

a. “That not only colors your hair, but nourishes and repairs it in the process”. 

b. “Erases roots and grays for beautiful seamless color in 10 mints”. 

Apart from this alliteration and gernals make it easy for people to remember that brand. 

Examples are as:- 

a. “Silk soft, soft, shiny, mousy hairs”  

All these advertisements evoke desires in woman. These advertisements create false impression 

in women that by getting these hair dyes their look will be totally changed. The advertisements 

can influence women and shape their behavior by creating a web of delusions. 
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Discourse Practice Analysis 

This level of analysis involves studying the text‟s production and how power relations are 

enacted. In this study various strategies are used to attract consumers. Table is given below:- 

No   Strategy used in 

advertisement                

Linguistic devices 

1 Invoking adequacies                          Light up hair with a gorgeous red glow 

beautiful natural looking. 

2 Composition Highlights salon quality results. No strong 

peroxide smell during the coloring process. 

Persian henna and Indian Indigo herb for 

dark brown locks. 

 

3 Emotive words                                        Shiny hairs, long lasting hairs, Illuminating 

hair, floral fragrance           

 

4 Positive self-representation               We use and recommend the art of hair 

design. Of all many lush Inventions, we 

always get the most. 

 

The main audiences of these advertisements are women. They all are highly attracted by such 

type of advertisements. They think that they will have gorgeous look and they seems to be 

young. 

Headlines also play role in attracting women .For example “Nice N Easy Frost and Tip”, 

“Excellence Cream”, “Demi permanent hair color”, “Elumen hair color”. The language used in 

headlines is persuasive. The use of positive self-representations is evident when their product 

provides benefits. 
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Social Practice Analysis 

 

This analysis shows a vast affect of advertisements on society. It is interrelated with the textual 

content of the advertisement affecting social issues. This consists of ideas and statements of 

people worldwide and particularly women‟s attitude toward them. If we look out on the history, 

women of every reign have been curious about their beauty and had been using various 

traditional products to level up their beauty. For example, herbs, clay, mud etc were used by 

women in old days to paint their hairs. In today‟s world beauty and physical attractiveness are 

admired and desirable. To upgrades their physical appearance cosmetics and beauty products are 

used by women. Cosmetic industry has now become the fastest growing industry in the world 

owing to the fact that the issues like slim body, smooth and glomming hairs, fair complexion and 

beautiful hair style to give new looking and charming appearances are most considerable for 

today‟s women. Women today are so much obsessed wit looking attractive and are willing to go 

to great lengths to achieve their desires. Beauty product advertisements are now able to trap over 

their consumers. Most of the women are confused to believe which advertisement is true. On the 

other hand a research shows that more the beautiful, attractive women are more will be their 

preference in society. 

         Inter textuality occurs in an advertisement when advertiser uses word from other discourses 

to attract readers such as words from science when advertising beauty products. For instance, the 

hair dyes cream advertisements “Color Mark, e‟Salon, Wella Color Charm, gold well Elumen 

Hair color L‟Oreal Paris, Wella color charm Demi-Permany, Lush Henna Hair Dyes, Clairol 

Nice, Garneier”.Through advertisements identities are created and women realize that in order to 

be in-group rather than out-group they should buy the product. Thus women are made to feel so 

concerned about their good appearance. 

          In addition to this the attractive images of the models and celebrities on the advertisements 

are a source of inferiority complex for the women. They create a feeling of relief also in the 

women that by using the product they can also get that glamorous beauty. In simple words 

advertisers awoke the feelings of dissatisfaction in the women as a strategy top persuade women 

to consume their product. A related study shows that how beauty product advertisement lower 

the self esteem of women. The beauty product advertisements not only sell the product but also 

change the lifestyle that inherently comes with using the product. Cosmetics advertising works 
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by lowering the women‟s self-perception and then delivering relief from this negative feeling as 

an emotional benefit through the brand. 

 

 

Conclusion: 

This article is based on the critical discourse analysis of the advertisement, it can be concluded 

that the beauty is enjoying huge worldwide success, and advertising companies are a key way for 

major cosmetics brands. Advertisement used by the beauty product companies are very much 

attractive .They make salgons attractive and catchy which makes great sell of there product. In 

media women‟s body is presented as the series of fixing that‟s why they need numerous things to 

be presented as a perfect lady and only due to women many cosmetic companies are gaining 

benefit. These ads consist of various linguistic devices such as positive or negative vocabulary, 

headlines, directly address to women‟s consciousness about their beauty. Such salgons portray 

women‟s with long and strong, healthy and protective hairs with new look. This makes women 

to look them selves young and gorgeous among many. Use of direct address as “you” gave us 

information about the customers that what kind of product they want, or what is their 

requirement while buying certain hair dyes. Such advertisers make advertisement according to 

women psychology to play with their emotions and weeknesses. Now days the concept of hairs 

dying has been introduce which gives charming and glowing look to the personality. Through 

technical vocabulary they use to convince the customer that the product is valuable and it should 

be bought. There is certain scientific information which in other word reflects power.  

 This study shows that hair dyes companies had solve the problem for women to be look young 

and gorgeous. This product helps women to hide white hairs as well as there old age. 

Furthermore it helps to gave them new look with charming personality according to their own 

choice. in our culture many people have a phobia that there problems can be solved by using that 

particular product which shows better results and which is more expensive. In Style magazines 

shows that the companies of hair dying product also use a tricks as they introduce there product 

by famous personalities of media which influence there fans and  inspired them  to get it because 

readers believe whatever is shown is truly in needed. 

This shows that every woman is need of such beauty products through the world. The view of 
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beauty too has evolved over time.langugae is a powerful tool and it is used by wise people, 

which are product maker. I took this model of Fair Clough model to presents different 

ideological processes. In short it helps to explain the real use of hair dying product in media. 
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